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Company: Emirates

Location: Dubai

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

Job Purpose

Produce and publish detailed and accurate Galley Packing & Stowage Plans/Specifications

to all Emirates inflight service providers to enable them to pack & load Emirates flights to the

defined standards.Job Outline: - Responsible for planning, preparing & publishing detailed

and accurate Galley Packing & Stowage Plans (GP&SP) in a timely manner.- Determine

and finalise the contents and allocation of each packing/loading unit. Collaborate with the

Design Cell, Culinary Team, Operations team & Caterers to ensure it is done in a safe, efficient

and ergonomic manner.- Produce Galley Packing & Loading Plans with a focus on galley

weights & enabling efficient operational handling. Collaborate with the Operations team to plan

the uplift and exchange of Loading Units at locations on the network to achieve the best

cost position for Emirates.- Review, update and publish GP&SP?s regularly to ensure service

providers have detailed and accurate information to assemble, track and trace flight packing

during the operational process. Highlight changes for ease of use.- Produce packing and

loading instructions for containers, carts and galley diagrams for all flights, aircraft types and

configurations, to reduce complexity for equipment logistics and achieve optimal balancing of

equipment flows between catering stations.- Prepare, maintain and publish uplift

specifications to service providers across the network to enable them to pack, load and

prepare each Emirates flight departure to the defined standards.- Carry out fit checks &

assessments of new products being planned for introduction and provide detailed feedback to

the Design Cell on suitability of product and impact on operations.- Carry out regular audits on

flights departing & arriving into Dubai to determine caterer? compliance to galley plans,
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communicate findings to the caterers to address non-compliance and identify improvement

opportunities.- Review Crew feedback identifying trends and take corrective action by

implementing changes to GP&SP to drive improvements to operational KPIS?s

Qualifications & Experience

In-Flight Service.In-flight Catering : 1+ Year Degree or Honours (12+3 or equivalent) : Lean

Qualifications preferable 2 years experience in an airline environment. Airline Galley

Packing and Stowage Planning experience Knowledge/skills: - Well developed interpersonal

and communication skills. - Ability to work under pressure and multi task - Good analytical

capabilities with ability to evaluate, negotiate and decide Leadership Role : NO Safety

Sensitive Role: No Knowledge/skills:- Well developed interpersonal and communication

skills.- Ability to work under pressure and multi task- Good analytical capabilities with ability to

evaluate, negotiate and decide

Salary & Benefits

Join us in Dubai and enjoy an attractive tax-free salary and travel benefits that are

exclusive to our industry, including discounts on flights and hotels stays around the world.

You can find out more information about our employee benefits in the Working Here

section of our website www.emirates.com/careers. Further information on what’s it like to live

and work in our cosmopolitan home city, can be found in the Dubai Lifestyle section.

Apply Now
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